Summary Sleep scientists admit that they neither know, nor do they really understand what the fundamental purpose or function of sleep is. Such an extraordinary admission seems to indicate that problems may exist both at the conceptual and the methodological levels. This paper attempts to offer reasoned and logical arguments, explaining the purpose of sleep at the conceptual level. It also draws attention to a fundamental linkage between sleep and fatigue. An insight into the underlying theoretical basis of fatigue is seen as an essential prerequisite for understanding the theoretical basis of sleep. & 2002 Harcourt Publishers Ltd
THE PROBLEM
Leading sleep scientists appear to be agreed on one thing about sleep and that is, that the fundamental purpose and function of this ubiquitous phase of life remains a mystery, this despite extensive research which has already produced a great many published papers in scientific journals. What, it may be asked, is the problem about understanding the purpose of sleep? And the answer, it would appear, revolves around our understanding, in the first instance, of the essence of the question itself. Therefore, in order more clearly to define our problem, it is suggested that a differentiation be made between understanding the purpose of sleep and understanding the way in which the actual mechanism of sleep works. While the former is perceived as an idea, a concept which explains the need for the sleep mechanism, the latter covers the physical and physiological factors involved in the sleep mechanism itself, including its design, construction, and the details of its observable or detectable components and parts. Analysing various components of the sleep mechanism, even if this were to be done in the greatest possible detail, would not necessarily provide a better understanding as to the purpose of sleep, in the same way that a detailed analysis of the component parts of a motor vehicle would not necessarily enlighten us as to its intended use by the owner.
THE ESSENTIAL PHYSIOLOGICAL PHASES OF FATIGUE AND SLEEP
At the outset we have to recognize that fatigue and sleep are both ubiquitous and essential biological phases within our daily life-cycle, phases without which life could not continue. A brief description outlining a routine day in the life of an ordinary human being is required in order to be able to recognize the circumstances under which sleep and fatigue occur physiologically. From these observations it may then be possible to postulate their basic purpose and function.
Under normal circumstances, following an adequate night's sleep, we wake up in the morning feeling refreshed. We then become active, carrying out all kinds of different tasks and activities. These activities may vary considerably in type, intensity and duration, and are likely also to vary quite considerably from day to day according to our daily schedules. At the end of the day, when we cease our activities, we go to sleep once more and then wake up the following morning, again refreshed and ready to pursue our activities of the new day. No two days are alike. No two people are alike. And certainly no person remains exactly as he or she was the previous day. While the details of one's daily activities and physiological levels keep changing, there are nevertheless overall patterns that keep recurring ± with variations on the theme, depending on current internal and external environmental factors ± throughout one's lifetime. It is the recurrent overall patterns of both fatigue and of sleep that we shall be examining in order to try better to understand their function, purpose and relationship.
Thus we should begin by asking, what would happen if fatigue did not exist, or what happens when its function is suppressed by using drugs? And also, what would happen if we were to be deprived of sleep, either acutely or chronically? In short, are sleep and fatigue really necessary or essential for health and for the continuation of life?
Experimental work and real-life situations have shown that death will likely supervene more rapidly from a continuous ongoing deprivation of sleep than from a continuous deprivation of food. Furthermore, chronic intermittent deprivation of sleep has been shown to be able to cause gradual, ever-increasing breakdown of the physiologic and mental processes of the body. Absence of the signal of fatigue ± acting either as an indicator of excessive function of various tissues and organs, or else as an indicator of disease or pathology within the body ± could conceivably lead to the self-destruction of any tissue or organ which is thus deprived of this warning signal, with all that this entails. In order properly to understand what this means, it is necessary to become acquainted with the physiological basis of fatigue. À physiological basis of fatigue' (1) was postulated some two decades ago, as follows:
Fundamentally the process of life consists of recurring cycles of function and regeneration in the various cells, tissues, and organs of the body, acting in an integrated manner. Its continuity is preserved by reproduction. Without regeneration a tissue or organ could be used up, spent and disposable after a single continuous usage or function. Any essential organ thus spent would result in the termination of life. There would be no growth or reproduction.
What is it that stimulates the regeneration phase in the recurring cycle? It is proposed that fatigue is the mechanism whereby slowdown or cessation of function is initiated thus allowing for regeneration, and is also the mechanism which prevents the over-usage of individual tissues or organs within the physiological framework of the body. Fatigue functions as an involuntary monitor (2) .
The negation of this involuntary physiological monitor, either by conscious additional activity or by pathological processes results in the appearance of overt fatigue and stress signs and symptoms. Fatigue, resolved, results in regeneration, which is the antithesis of stress. Fatigue unresolved, leads to stress. Stress therefore does not cause fatigue, but is part of it.
It is accepted that the brain is the control center for the integration of function of all parts of the body, according to its fundamental genetic design. Therefore it must constantly be scanning the states of function of all cells, tissues, and organs. It must not only be aware of all specific activity occurring at a given moment, but it must also monitor the reserves remaining in the tissues and organs (``latent capacity''). The monitoring of the reserves in all the tissues and organs is fundamental, and it determines the nature and extent of the orchestrated response within the body to new stimuli and activity.
Fatigue, it is postulated, is the mechanism within the brain which monitors any decrease in the``latent capacity'' of tissues and organs, and this is then translated as a graduated resistance to continued activity ± reduction or cessation of activity being a prerequisite for the initiation of regeneration. The``latent capacity'', i.e. the physiological potential of a tissue or organ at any given moment, is determined by a multiplicity of factors which affect its genetic, or maximum inherent potential. Fatigue is inversely related to``latent capacity'' ± the lesser the``latent capacity'', the greater the fatigue' (1).
RECOVERY, REGENERATION, AND REALIGNMENT
Recovery and regeneration of cells, tissues and organs following activity is a constant, ongoing involuntary process that continues all the time, by day and by night, throughout one's life. However, recovery and regeneration at these levels is not the only important recovery phase necessary for the continuation of life. No less important is the process of the continual daily realignment, in an integrated manner, of the various systems within the body which activate and control the very recovery and regeneration processes that occur within these cells, tissues and organs. It is in order to facilitate this realignment that the built-in biological phase of sleep exists. During this phase all voluntary muscular activity ceases. All our special senses become dormant. Voluntary thinking is absent. On the other hand, when we fall asleep the involuntary mechanisms of the body dealing with recovery, regeneration and realignment continue functioning unabatedly, unhampered by interference from any voluntary functioning of either the mind or the body. All recovery, regeneration, and realignment in the body is completely involuntary.
Cessation of conscious voluntary activity is an essential prerequisite for the onset of sleep, and this cessation is as important to the initiation of realignment of the various systems of the body as diminution of involuntary activity within cells, tissues and organs is important to the initiation of recovery and regeneration processes within these structures. It is difficult even to begin to theorize about the fundamental purpose of sleep without first acquiring an insight into the underlying theoretical basis of fatigue. Understanding this relationship may enable us to explain how fatigue within tissues and organs ± manifesting as conscious sensations ± and the feeling of drowsiness preceding sleep, each being signals of the need to initiate a diminution or cessation of function in order to facilitate recovery and realignment, can be functionally inter-related.
It is suggested that the extensive physiological processes involved in realignment of these systems during sleep, processes which are automatically monitored by the brain, may account for much of the increase in brain activity recorded by EEG tracings during sleep.
ABNORMAL SLEEP PATTERNS
Abnormal sleep patterns, e.g. insomnia, narcolepsy, periodic limb movement disorder and restless leg syndrome, sleep apnea, etc., may be due to pathology, malfunction or aberrations in any of the parts of the sleep mechanism, or due to pathology involving other parts of the body. However, observing and recognizing these abnormalities does not in any way invalidate the fundamental concept of the physiological function or purpose of sleep.
CONCLUSIONS
In trying to discover the purpose of sleep we should not be constrained by funneling research solely through the limiting binoculars of experimental studies and statistics. The application of commonsense reasoning and elementary logic would appear to be a valid alternative approach.
